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1 Supplementary 1. Calculations of the TMDC ab-

sorbance

In our model, we consider the absorption enhancement system as simple devices which

increase the number of passages of light in the active core as presented in Figure 1. We refer

this number of passages as N in the main text.

Figure 1: Representation of the model used to simulate absorption enhancement system.
Due to its large gap, hBN does not absorb photon.

We analytically calculate the absorption in MoS2 and WSe2 (respectively AM and AW )

according to this parameter N and the energy E of the photon:

AM(E,N) = (1− e−αMLM ) + e−αMLM e−2αWLW (1− e−2αMLM )
1− e−(N−1)(αMLM+αWLW )

1− e−(αMLM+αWLW )
(1)

A
′

W (E,N) = e−αMLM (1− e−2αWLW )
1− e−(N−1)(αMLM+αWLW )

1− e−(αMLM+αWLW )
(2)

AW (E,N) = A
′

W (E,N) + (1− AM(E,N)− A
′

W (E,N))(1− e−αWLW ) (3)

where αM and αW are the absorption coefficients of MoS2 and WSe2 respectively, LM and

LW are the thicknesses of MoS2 and WSe2 respectively. A
′
WSe2

is the absorption in WSe2 for

N − 1 passages (i.e. without taking into account the last passage).
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2 Supplementary 2. Discussion about the external ra-

diative efficiencies in isolated TMDC and their het-

erojunction

In our model, we assumed that the external radiative efficiencies of the heterojunction

(EREHJ) and isolated materials (ERETMDC) were equal. This assumption comes from the

fact that, for a fixed ERETMDC, we cannot determine EREHJ. We then chose the latter as

being the least favourable for the efficiency of the system so that we do not overestimate the

photoelectrochemical efficiency. Figure 2 shows the photoelectrochemical efficiency versus

EREHJ. The ERETMDC being set to 10−1, we thus see that the worst case occurs when

EREHJ = ERETMDC. This case, considered in the main text, limits the recombination in the

heterojunction, increases the voltage drop induced by the recombination and then reduces

the efficiency of the system. Reducing the EREHJ enables to reduce the region without hBN,

which is not useful for the water splitting.

Figure 2: Photoelectrochemical efficiency versus the external radiative efficiency of the het-
erojunction, ERETMDC is set to 10−1 all other parameters being fixed.
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Practically, we expect the EREHJ to be lower than the ERETMDC because of the defects

induced during the heterojunction fabrication.
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3 Supplementary 3. Computational methods of the ab

initio calculations

We used ab initio calculations to study the band structures and absorption coefficients of

2D MoS2 and WSe2 (isolated and in heterojunction). These calculations were developed

in the framework of plane-wave density functional theory implemented in the Quantum

ESPRESSO1 2 package. The van der Waals interaction is described with the functional

rVV103 which gives the most accurate results for intralayer and interlayer lattice constants

for 28 layered materials which have been experimentally confirmed.4 The electron-ion inter-

action is described with pseudopotentials produced using the code ONCVPSP (Optimized

Norm-Conserving Vanderbilt PSeudoPotentials)5 from pseudo-dojo.org.6 The energy cutoff

in the calculations was set to be 1000 eV, and the total energy was converged to better than

10−6 eV.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3: Side (a) and top (b) views of the MoS2/WSe2 heterojunction. The Mo, S, W
and Se atoms are represented by blue, red, green and yellow spheres, respectively. alat is
the relaxed lattice parameter of heterojunction and d is the interlayer distance between the
TMDC monolayers, taking the van der Waals interactions into account.

The MoS2/WSe2 heterojunction was formed with the stacking configuration depicted in

Figure 3 which is the most stable configuration.7 The mesh parameter alat is calculated
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in order to minimise the total energy of the system. We then find alat = 3.28 Å. The

distance d of 3.15 Å between the two monolayers is calculated by taking into account the

van der Waals interactions. Each slab is separated with a vacuum layer larger than 20 Å

along the z-direction (i.e. perpendicular to the slabs) to prevent unwanted interactions.

The Hellmann-Feynman forces were converged to less than 25 meV/Å to obtain the relaxed

structures. The 2D Brillouin-Zone is sampled with a (12x12x1) Monkhorste-Park mesh.

To calculate the absorption coefficient of the materials, we used the post-processing code

epsilon.x from Quantum ESPRESSO. This code provides the real and imaginary part of the

dielectric tensor from DFT eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
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4 Supplementary 4. Band structures of the isolated

TMDC

The band structures of the isolated TMDCs are calculated with DFT and are presented in

Figure 4. The lattice parameters of the monolayers are calculated after relaxation and are

equal to 3.215 and 3.345 Å for MoS2 and WSe2 respectively.

MoS2 and WSe2 are both direct band gap semiconductors and their energy band gaps

are equal to 1.65 and 1.55 eV respectively.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Band structure of an isolated monolayer of MoS2 (a) and WSe2 (b) from DFT.
EH2O/O2 and EH+/H2

are the standard potential of oxidation (H2O/O2) and reduction

(H+/H2) respectively. χO2 (χH2) is the potential difference between the VBM (CBM) of
MoS2 (WSe2) and EH2O/O2 (EH+/H2

).
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5 Supplementary 5. Extrapolation of the parameter N

Figure 5: Representation of the fraction of incident light absorbed by the TMDCs versus N .
Only photons with energy higher than the band gap are considered.

Although the parameter N is not representative of the operation of an optical enhance-

ment system, it enables to calculate, over an energy range [E1, E2], the fraction of incident

light that must be absorbed by the TMDC versus N . We express this fraction, denoted by

fabs, with the expression:

fabs(N) =
Nabs

ph (N)

N in
ph

× 100 (4)

where Nabs
ph is the photons flux absorbed by the active core (ie MoS2 or WSe2) and N in

ph

is the incident photon flux on the energy range considered, given by

N in
ph =

1

q

∫ E2

E1

AM1.5G(E)

E
dE (5)

Nabs
ph (N) =

1

q

∫ E2

E1

AM1.5G(E)

E
A(E,N)dE (6)
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A(E,N) is the total absorbance :

A(E,N) = AM(E,N) + AW (E,N) (7)

with AM(E,N) and AW (E,N) are the absorbance of MoS2 and WSe2 respectively, as

defined in eq (1).

Here, we are interested in energies higher than the band gap (E1 = Eg and E2 = +∞)and

we plot fabs versusN (Figure 5). To get an efficiency of 10% with high-performance materials,

we need N = 99. This corresponds to an absorption of 56% of the incident light in this energy

range.

A more detailed analysis of the absorbance A(E,N) versus N shows that, to maximise

the efficiency, we must design the absorption enhancement system to increase the absorption

of the photons close to the band gap energy. Figure 6 shows the total absorbance A(E,N)

versus the energy E for different values of N .

Figure 6: Plot of the total absorbance in the TMDCs versus the energy E for different values
of N
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6 Supplementary 6. Influence of radiative efficiency on

the J (V) characteristics of TMDC

To understand the influence of the external radiative efficiency (ERE) on the TMDCs, we

present, in Figure 7, the current-voltage characteristic of MoS2 for different ERE. Increasing

the external radiative efficiency increases the open-circuit voltage of the TMDC. This voltage

is of capital importance for our system since the voltages generated by the TMDCs must be

large enough to compensate for the losses and reach the electrochemical reaction potential.

Figure 7: Current-voltage characteristics of MoS2 for different external radiative efficiency
ERE
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7 Supplementary 7. Influence of the exchange current

density on the catalysis overpotentials

To highlight the importance of the catalytic exchange current density J0,a/c on the behaviour

of the system, we present, in Figure 8, the electrochemical overpotential versus the current

density for several J0,a/c (using Butler Volmer’s kinetics with the hypothesis αa = αc = 0.5).8

We show that for a given current density, increasing the exchange current density, reduces

the overpotential. Thus, for a current density of 1 mA.cm−2, a J0,a/c of 10−7 mA.cm- 2

generates an overpotential of 420 mV. This overpotential drops to 180 mV for a J0,a/c of

10−3 mA.cm-2.

Figure 8: Butler-Volmer kinetics for different exchange current densities. The overpotential
is negative since it corresponds to a loss for our device.
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